Land Promotion at South
East Northampton

Promotional Document

Preface

T

his brochure describes the proposal for
a new sustainable urban extension at,
South East Northampton adjacent to the
Northampton Borough Council administrative
area, but located in the District of South
Northamptonshire. Our vision is for a new
Garden Suburb.
The proposed new development delivers the
following key benefits:

•

•

•

•
•

•

•

Up to 1000 high quality homes to meet
the needs of current and future residents
of Northampton and SNC;
A sustainably located site, which is well
connected to the town and nearby
facilities with no overriding environmental
constraints.
Requires only a logical open countryside
release that is consistent with the adopted
Core Strategy approach of allocating
SUEs adjacent to the most sustainable
settlement in the County namely
Northampton;
A landscape-led approach;
Creation of significant areas of green
open space that are well related to those
allocated in the Core Strategy;
The Garden Suburb concept includes
sustainable homes, designed to
acknowledge the Northamptonshire
vernacular;
The land is available and the development
is deliverable and unconstrained
technically.

The purpose of this brochure is to inform
South Northamptonshire Council of the key
features and benefits of this site coming
forward of development and support the
promotion of the site in the emerging South
Northamptonshire Part 2 Local Plan.
It provides a concept overview of the site
in its landscape setting as a basis for the
development concept and summarises the
key opportunities presented by the site.
It also sets out a compelling development
concept for how the land can bring forward
development to boost the land supply in
the Northampton Related Development
Area to lower the risk of Planning by Appeal
in South Northamptonshire to meet the
needs of Northampton Borough as position
which benefits both authorities.
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1.0 Planning Context

T

he land at SE Northampton is located in an area covered by the ‘West Northamptonshire
Joint Core Strategy Local Plan (Part 1) Adopted December 2014. This Local Plan forms Part
1 of the suite of Local Plans in West Northamptonshire that will, together, guide the evolution
of Northampton, Daventry and South Northamptonshire in the years that lie ahead. It provides
a long-term vision for the area with an overall framework in which more detailed plans will be
drawn up and decisions made. It contains a broad planning strategy aimed at meeting that vision,
and contains core strategic policies, which the Partner Councils- Daventry District, Northampton
Borough, South Northamptonshire and Northamptonshire County Councils - believe will provide
sound guidance in the years ahead.
Paragraph 3.17 of the adopted WNCS confirms a commitment to a review of the document “In order
to ensure that the local planning policy framework in West Northamptonshire remains up to date in
the light of changing economic, social and environmental issues and new evidence Daventry District,
Northampton Borough and South Northamptonshire Councils commit to undertaking a review of the
West Northamptonshire Joint Core Strategy to a plan period end date of 2036 or such longer period as
the Councils choose, with the aim of having an adopted plan in place by 2020. This review will be led
by the National Planning Policy Framework approach of objective assessment of housing, employment
and other needs and the requirements of the duty to co-operate with adjoining Authorities and other
organisations as necessary. This review will commence once the three Part 2 Local Plans covering West
Northamptonshire have been submitted to the Secretary of State for Examination. This is expected to be
in 2017. The West Northamptonshire Local Development Scheme will be updated following the adoption
of this Joint Core Strategy to reflect these anticipated timescales for the review”.
The site is immediately adjacent to the Brackmills South SUE which is covered by Policy N6 of the Adopted
WNJCS. A recent application was refused by NBC for the below development:
‘A sustainable urban extension to include 1,000 dwellings (use class C3), supporting retail facilities of up
to 1,320m2 (use classes A1, A2 and A3), food and drink premises of up to 375m2 net (use class A4), a
two form entry primary school (use class D1), and up to 750m2 of community uses which may include a
medical centre, pharmacy, and community centre (use class D1). Infrastructure improvements including
a new pumping station, green infrastructure and highway access from Landimore Road and Newport
Pagnell Road.’

The application Ref N/2013/338, dated 28 March 2013, was refused by NBC via a notice dated 15 May
2014. Following the inquiry into the appeal the Inspector allowed the appeal and his report was sent to
the Secretary of State on 16 November 2015. The Inspector recommended that the appeal be allowed
subject to conditions.
On 29 February 2016 the Secretary of State’s decision was issued. He agreed with the Inspector’s appeal
recommendation and allowed the appeal. Therefore the site subject of this promotion can be considered
immediately adjacent to a site benefiting from planning permission as well as Core Strategy allocation.
Promotion Site
The land at S.E. Northampton was promoted
back in 2013 as an omission site to the
Sustainable Urban Extensions (SUEs) proposed
by the Core Strategy. The Inspector assessing the
Examination in Public (EIP) stated the following
in relation to the site.
“155.Land to the east of the allocation south
of Brackmills in policy N6 of the plan would
potentially be capable of delivering a further
1,000 or so new dwellings, as an addition to the
identified SUE, together with additional facilities.
With vehicular access from the south off the B526
road to Newport Pagnall and a clearly defined
eastern boundary along the Preston Deanway
to Great Houghton Road, the site would also be
close to existing employment opportunities at
Brackmills and Rushmills”.
“156.However, in the absence of a full technical
assessment of potential constraints, including
regarding infrastructure and services, and in
relation to delivery prospects over the plan
period it does not represent a clearly preferable
alternative to any of the other allocated SUEs
around the town. It would also involve the
unnecessary loss of greenfield land, with an
associated landscape intrusion into open
countryside on an otherwise fairly rural edge of
the town

It is intended that this promotional pack and the
other technical submissions will demonstrate that
the site is physically capable of being developed,
supported by technical evidence, and will form
a highly logical next phase in the expansion of
Northampton being well connected to the N6
allocation and the existing facilities and services
in the settlement.
The WNJCS Inspector noted, the spatial strategy,
the spatial vision and the strategic focus of the
JCS is on a series of large SUEs, mainly around
Northampton but also at the other main towns.
Those SUEs are “critical to overall delivery” of the
housing strategy over the plan period, and the
“strategic focus” of the WNJCS.
The promotional land sits in South
Northamptonshire but is located in the
Northampton Related Development Area which
is defined on page 33 of the WNJCS. In this area
should Northampton Borough fail to demonstrate
an adequate supply of housing the land outside
of NBC’s administrative area could come under
pressure for release via the appeal process to
meet the deficiency. This promotion provides
a that could be development option to provide
a strategic housing site capable of ensuring a
deliverable supply for the Borough housing needs
whilst ensuring the District Council control the
design and environmental impact, control which
would be significantly lessened via the appeal
process.
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2.0 The Borough
The Story of Northampton

N

orthampton is the county town of Northamptonshire in the East Midlands of England. It
lies on the River Nene, about 67 miles (108 km) north-west of London and 50 miles (80 km)
south-east of Birmingham. One of the largest towns in the UK, Northampton had a population
of 212,100 in the 2011 census.
Archaeological evidence of settlement in the area dates back to the Bronze Age, Roman and
Anglo-Saxon periods. During the Middle Ages, the town rose to national significance with the
establishment of Northampton Castle, which was an occasional royal residence and regularly
hosted the Parliament of England. Medieval Northampton had many churches, monasteries and
the University of Northampton, which were all enclosed by the town walls. It was granted its first
town charter by King Richard I in 1189 and its first mayor was appointed by King John in 1215.
The town is also the site of two medieval battles; the Battle of Northampton (1264) and the
second in 1460.
Northampton's royal connection languished in the modern period; the town supported
Parliament (the Roundheads) in the English Civil War, which culminated in King Charles II ordering
the destruction of the town walls and most of the castle. The town also suffered the Great Fire of
Northampton (1675) which destroyed most of the town. It was soon rebuilt and grew rapidly with
the industrial development of the 18th century. Northampton continued to grow following the
creation of the Grand Union Canal and the arrival of the railways in the 19th century, becoming
an industrial centre for footwear and leather manufacture.
After the World Wars, Northampton's growth was limited until it was designated as a New Town
in 1968, accelerating development in the town. Northampton unsuccessfully applied for unitary
status in 1996 and city status in 2000; the town continues to expand with many areas undergoing
urban renewal. According to Centre for Cities data in 2015, Northampton had a population
growth of 11.3% between the years 2004 and 2013, one of the ten highest in the UK.

Guildhall Northampton
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3.0 The Site
Barriers to Growth of Northampton

N

orthampton as an administrative area is a constrained by a combination of natural and
artificial constraints which effectively limits the directions in which the Borough can
develop.
In a general sense these limitations are shown on the map to the right which shows the
constraints. To the south of the Town is the M1 Motorway. There is a political agreement in
place between NBC and SNC that no expansion will go to the south of the M1. This has to be
logical as any urban extension in this direction would be highly divorced from the services and
facilities of the settlement.
To the west are the committed advanced logistics developments of Pineham and Swan Valley
and the emerging Junction 16 logistics developments which are seeking to benefit from the
access to the strategic road network and are part of the region’s employment provision.
To the west are also the River Nene floodplain and a number of existing committed residential
developments which have long term build outs. Until the Flore Weedon bypass is open and
available to relieve congestion on the A45 further development to the west is not desirable.
To the north west is the heritage asset Althorpe Estate characterised by undulating and in
places highly elevated and prominent countryside.
To the north of Northampton is Pisford reservoir and the A508 and A43 are known to have
capacity issues requiring resolutions.
To the east of Northampton is the strategic gap to Earls Barton and Wellingborough.
Wellingborough are not part of the WNJCS policy and therefore Duty to Cooperate is not as
politically easy to resolve. The west also has the River Nene floodplain and several ecological
designations which limit the developable area.
Therefore the most logical direction for growth is to the South East of the town where recent
developments have a track record of delivery and can be brought forward without a major
series of constraints needing to be overcome.

Northampton Strategic Directions for Growth - Opportunities and Constraints
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South East Northampton - The Vision

O

ur vision is for a new garden suburb community that enjoys the culture of town living,
yet also has easy access to the rural landscape that surrounds it - offering benefits most
commonly enjoyed by those living in rural villages.
The development of land at South East Northampton will have a strong sense of community
identity and easy access into the town, to wide open spaces and to key facilities including
employment opportunities. It will also be a sustainable community, responding to social,
environmental and economic influences now and in the long term.

The Site Location
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4.0 The Proposals

T

he site’s location close to the edge of Northampton and the wider South Northamptonshire
countryside is the primary theme driving the vision and provides an opportunity to create
a new urban extension – a Garden Suburb - that makes the most of its urban and rural context.
In addition to benefiting from easy vehicular, pedestrian and cycle access to the Town Centre
and its shops, jobs and other services, the development also provides an area of potential public
realm. The careful orientation of streets and building frontages will also offer views from within
the development to the ridge of low hills that forms a gentle sloping hillside.
The development also acts as a gateway to the rural landscape. The proposed areas of publically
accessible open space will be rich in biodiversity and offer dramatic panoramic views of South
Northamptonshire to the east and south of the site. The open space will complement the
adjacent Brackmills South SUE.
Green routes through the development site will also form part of potential new walking routes
around the south of the Borough.
By working with the Council, local people and conservation organisations the goal is to create an
exemplar urban extension that will act as the benchmark for other future developments in the
region.
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5.0 Development Concept

T

he development concept plan has been derived from site specific constraints and opportunities
to ensure that the development responds positively to the site and its context. Above all,
it is shaped by the idea of creating a very fine new asset for everyone in the urban area of
Northampton.

The key design principles include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Appropriate housing zones to offer place distinctiveness and a layout that is sympathetic to
the transitional nature of the site from the urban area to the open countryside
Use of roads to demarcate the edge of the site and form long term identifiable boundaries
to the site in all directions
Connectivity to the Open space and GI of the adjacent Brackmills South SUE
Primary Access off the B526 with secondary access onto the Great Houghton Road.
A logical and legible internal road network to for an attractive and safe road hierarchy.
Land reserved for a school
Retention of existing hedgerows and strengthening of perimeter landscaping to mitigate the
visual impact
SuDs incorporating SWALES and Balancing ponds responding to the topography of the site to
ensure drainage runs off at Greenfield rates and add biodiversity interest
Local Centre offering services and local employment opportunities
On site Strategic sports and opportunities for outdoor play in NEAPs, LEAPS and LAPs
Enhancement opportunities for the existing footpath network

Proposed cycle/pedestrian
routes connecting with
existing Public Rights of Way
and National Cycle Route
along eastern edge of site

Full size football pitch and
junior pitch with associated
facilities located within
potential parkland area on
level area of site

Development set back from
northern edge to provide
landscape buffer along The
Green and reduce built form
on high ground

Hardingstone Lodge

Opportunity for increased tree
planting along northern
hedgerow to strengthen open
space along northern edge

NEAP (1000sqm and 30m offset)
located adjacent to sports pitches
with opportunity for residential
units overlooking and retained
views to wider setting
Opportunity for pedestrian/
cycle connection between
masterplan site and adjacent
Hardingstone SUE site subject to land ownership

Linear park proposed along
retained hedgerow/
watercourse with opportunity
for pedestrian/cycle routes
running east to west across
the site
Secondary vehicular access
off country road to east as
identified by Highways
Engineer

Allotments with
associated
facilities and
parking area
proposed along
western edge
of site

Development set back from
eastern edge of site to form
linear park and create varied
built form integrated with
screen planting to soften long
distance views from east

Site for two form
entry primary
school adjacent
to primary
loop road and
local centre

Swale features connecting to
attenuation basin,
incorporated into linear
open space adjacent to
retained hedgerow – subject
to engineer’s design

Local centre located close
to entrance to site and
visible from Newport
Pagnell Rd – opportunity
for local retail uses, GP
surgery and crèche
Opportunity for new footpath
along northern edge of Newport
Pagnell Road connecting eastern
edge of Hardingstone with
proposed site access
Primary vehicular access off
Newport Pagnell Road as
identified by Highways Engineer

Newport
Pagnell Roa
d

Attenuation area located in
lowest part of site with
opportunities for screen
planting to soften views from
the south east – subject to
engineer’s design

B526

LEAP (400sqm and 20m
offset) within open space
area with opportunity for
residential units overlooking
and retained views to wider
setting

Grange Cottages

The Grange

Site Boundary

Open Space

Attenuation/ Swale Ponds

Local Centre

Existing National Cycle Route

Residental

Formal Open Space

School

Proposed Cycle/Footpath

Existing Public Right of Way

N
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Concept Masterplan

South East Northampton

D

evelopment across the main area of the site will be made up of a number of parts, offering
a range of property types appealing to a wide demographic mix. Some of these are planned
and designed to respond to the character of the edges of the development area:

•

The frontage to Newport Pagnall Road. As an important approach and new gateway into Northampton,
this can provide medium and slightly higher density dwellings designed and arranged behind a strong
landscape edge.

•

Facing west. This edge presents an opportunity to establish an attractive edge to the site when
viewed from the adjacent open space in the Brackmills South SUE. A well designed edge will allow
the open space to permeate into the development, linking into the suburban edge and through the
development via green routes and a sequence of green spaces. Here the arrangement of land uses
will articulate a gentle transition from town to rural.

•

The upper slope. There are opportunities to site appropriate development types to the upper slope
of the site at the northern edge to Green Lane. These include sports facilities; with housing on the
eastern edge as the slope falls away to the east. These areas it is anticipated would be built out to a
medium and lower density.

•

The main street. This will follow a circular route that deters use as a ‘cut-through’ between Newport
Pagnell Road and the Great Houghton road. It will be treated as a main residential street and will
be aligned to join up as many different areas of dwellings and open spaces as possible, and will be
crossed by green routes, with community areas and the school located along it. It will be the bus
route serving the development and will be identifiable by its landscape treatment and design, aligned
in places for views to the surrounding countryside. A primary school and other local neighbourhood
facilities will be located on this route where it intersects with green routes and Public Open Spaces
to ensure good, easy and safe routes to school and community facilities.

•

Green routes. These will pass through the development providing direct footpath and cycle links
between the main town and the adjacent South Brackmills SUE to the west which has its open space
immediately to the west of the site. The green routes will pick up the main street in several places, but
elsewhere follow minor residential streets or be ‘vehicle- free’ in some areas. They will provide safe
routes to the school and other community facilities. The green links will also act as multi-functional
green infrastructure corridors providing biodiversity habitat, drainage attenuation and infiltration,
microclimate regulation and amenity, as well as being attractive and convenient routes for pedestrians
and cyclists.

The Local Facilities
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6.0 Focus on Delivery

T

he success of the proposals set out in this promotional document will be measured by the
ability to deliver a viable development on the ground, and for the assets described to be
realised and enjoyed by future residents.
The illustrative masterplan delivers dwellings and community facilities in a new sustainable
Garden Suburb on the southern edge of Northampton.
The proposed development can be delivered and provides a clear definition to the Borough’s
longer term expansion in a location where the WNJCS Northampton Related Development Area
is in need of further sites to provide an adequate buffer to the housing supply in future years.
Development of the site presents opportunities to provide up to 1000 new homes in an
environment that will deliver an excellent quality of life - new residents benefitting from easy
access to the Borough and its facilities and its countryside edge into South Northamptonshire
District.

The development can be delivered flexibly
without major ‘up-front’ infrastructure costs.
There are two points of vehicle access proposed
for the site which will require further highways
and engineering input, however as demonstrated
by the accompanying highways technical note
are realistic options. With two access points,
development could come forward in phases
that focus on the delivery of the higher and
medium density areas, which include some
‘defining’ character development. Early phases
could also include the establishment of a quality
landscape edge to the site as an appropriate and
quality approach into Northampton from South
Northamptonshire.
There will be a strong emphasis on pedestrian
and cycling access from, to and through the
proposed development, taking advantage of the
close proximity and easy access of the Borough
particularly employment at Wootton; Brackmills
and Grange Park all of which are accessible. New
bus routes would also serve the community.

Community Facility

Cycling and Pedestrian Access

Drainage collection will focus on the existing drainage
which runs across the site and in the south eastern
edge of the site - offering the possibility of using
infiltration techniques, Sustainable Urban Drainage
(SUDs). Drainage and service infrastructure which can
be incrementally added as development phases take
place towards the north and the main street network.
The total quantity of development will generate
a population large enough to support limited
community facilities and a primary school, the size of
which will need to be ascertained and agreed with
the Education Authority. The timing of delivery of
the community assets is important and will need to
coincide with sufficient population and receipts from
development.
Delivery of proposed green assets, such as the
strategic sports; play areas; perimeter planting and
linkages to the adjacent off site open space and GI to
the west, will be phased. Once delivered these new
assets will give a sense of ‘delivery and completion’
of development and contribute to the identity of the
emerging community.

Strategic Sports

Primary School

Management of the proposed open spaces will be
transferred to the Council or another body committed
to nature conservation and public access.
It will be managed through low impact techniques
that minimise operational expenditure and maximise
biodiversity and public access benefits. This will
achieve cost efficiencies and deliver even greater
benefits to the residents of South East Northampton.
It is important that the development quality is set
early on and although there is scope for the mix
to change over time, the delivery of well-conceived
public realm and infrastructure will be key to ensuring
that the development is regarded as a highly desirable
location in which to live in South East Northampton.

Open Space and SWALES

Connectivity to adjacent Green Infrastructure
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7.0 Summary

T

he South East Northampton project proposal is based on a landscape-led masterplan which
has been designed to be sustainable, sympathetic to the setting of Northampton and provide
a suitable transition to the rural character of South Northamptonshire for residents to enjoy
access to the countryside and fine panoramic views from the site to the south and east.
The main features of the development are:

NEW HOMES
• Provision of up to 1000 dwellings arranged in areas of distinct and legible character.
• A range of housing types from affordable homes for younger people, families, accommodation
for elderly residents and larger detached and semi-detached properties of high value.
• Low energy homes designed to respect South Northamptonshire’s historic character and
vernacular.
LANDSCAPE AND ENVIRONMENT
• A series of new publically accessible open spaces offering access to a range of open spaces
• An interconnected system of landscaped open spaces and green links contributing to the
character and identity of the development, enhancing biodiversity and enriching the character
of pedestrian and cycling routes.
• Community gardens for growing food and galvanising a sense of community identity.
• Treatment of Northampton’s south eastern approaches by creating a gateway between the
Borough and its rural setting in South Northamptonshire.

TRANSPORTATION AND FOOTPATHS
• Links between the site and residential districts of Northampton.
• Part of potential circular walks around the southern fringes of Northampton, linking into
and enhancing where possible the existing footpath network.

SUSTAINABILITY
• Access to countryside.
• Sustainable drainage.
• Diverse range of appropriate habitats and landscape features that enhance biodiversity and
strengthen landscape character and local identity.
• Compact and efficient use of land.
• Community assets and facilities within the neighbourhood.
• Easy pedestrian and cycling access to nearby Centre facilities.
• Good public transport connections nearby.
• Excellent access to employment opportunities at Brackmills and Grange Park

COMMUNITY
• New community hub, primary school and small scale retail outlet (Local Centre).
• Sports pitches and community gardens for local residents to grow food and form part of the
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